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CELESTRON IN THE NEWS
Japanese astronomers find a
celestial body at the edge of
Solar System using two
RASA 11s

Texas Amateur Astronomer
Detects Asteroid Impact on Jupiter
using his Celestron 8” EdgeHD

Amateur astronomer Ethan Chappel set up his
Celestron equipment on August 7th for a night of
astroimaging. During his session, unbeknownst to
him, he captured a rare sight: an asteroid slamming
into the South Equatorial Belt of Jupiter. He confirmed
his discovery when he ran his footage through
DeTeCt, a program that identifies abnormalities like
impact flashes.

USPS Apollo 11 50th Anniversary
Stamp Features the Moon taken
with a CGEM 9.25” SCT

On February 1st, 2019, the OASES observation
project at Kyoto University discovered a kilometersized Kuiper belt object (KBO) by detecting its
stellar occultation event with two 11” RASAs.
This KBO provides astronomers insight into how
our Solar System was formed 4.6 billion years
ago. The OASES observation project plans to
increase its number of observation systems in
the near future to detect more occultation events
by KBOs and observe objects in the Oort cloud.

How amazing it must feel to
have the United States Postal
Service (USPS) ask to use your
image on a stamp! This was the
honor astroimager Greg Revera
received. Using his CGEM 9.25”
Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope
in 2010, Greg captured the
Moon and the Sea of Tranquility.
After entering his image into a
competition, the image caught
the attention of the USPS. They
selected his Moon shot to grace
the Apollo 11 50th anniversary
commemorative stamp.
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ADVAN C E D

VX
Goes Dual Saddle
Our bestselling Advanced VX mount now features a new dual saddle
plate that accommodates both CG-5 and CGE-style dovetails. Switching
between the two saddle plates is as simple as moving the hand knobs
into a separate set of holes.
Now you can pair an Advanced VX mount with virtually any optical tube
within its weight limit.

CHECK OUT ALL ADVANCED VX TELESCOPES

NEXSTAR EVOLUTION 8HD
WITH STARSENSE
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UHC/LPR FILTER,
1.25”

VARIABLE POLARIZING
FILTER, 1.25”

OXYGEN III NARROWBAND FILTER - 1.25”
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X-CEL LX
EYEPIECES

EYEPIECE AND
FILTER KIT - 1.25”

STEREO BINOCULAR
VIEWER
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POWERTANK LITHIUM PRO
LEARN MORE

STARSENSE AUTOALIGN

STARPOINTER TM PRO
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ADVANCED VX
RASA 8”

LIGHT POLLUTION
IMAGING FILTER, RASA 8”

DOVETAIL ACCESSORY
RAIL, RASA 8”

FOCUS MOTOR
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Now Trending: Customer Picks

Our customers and reviewers dish on their favorite Celestron gear

“I love this adapter.

“The overall image quality and
brightness are truly excellent

It’s changed how I take photos
using my microscope, it’s a vast
improvement.”

for a binocular at this price level and match
that of many if the better mid-to-high level
instruments that I have used.”

- Customer Dale E. Briggs

- BestBinocularsReviews.com

“For a beginner, we

recommend
the NexStar 127SLT as it has high
specs and it’s gentle on the wallet.”
- Peter Thompson,
AstronomyforBeginners.com

“Thanks to the wide-field
imaging capability of the
RASA, we are able to monitor about 2000

stars simultaneously and can detect a rare
occultation event by such a small KBO. In
other words, we’d never [have] achieved our
discovery without your great products.”
- Ko Arimatsu,
a researcher at Kyoto University.

“The Celestron Regal M2
65ED is a premium spotting
scope that is nevertheless fair value in its

price range, offering suitability for everything
from bird watching in the day to watching
the heavens at night.”
- Gavin Stoker,
DigitalCameraWorld.com

“The Celestron Echelon 20x70 binocular looks
like it is, feels like it is and indeed is a

high quality optical instrument
made to very high standards using

high quality components. The aluminum body
feels really solid and well made and unlike quite
a few other giant binoculars, these are fully water
and fogproof, which not only protects them, but
is also another indication of their build quality.”
- BestBinocularsReviews.com

This year, Celestron added two new binoculars series to our lineup: Nature DX ED and TrailSeeker ED.
ED binoculars provide high-level outdoor performance—a perfect choice for avid birders, hunters, and
outdoor enthusiasts alike.
TrailSeeker ED and Nature DX ED are packed with optical, mechanical, and ergonomic features that
make them comparable to binoculars costing two to five times as much.
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THE ASTROGRAPH FOR EVERYONE:

8” Rowe-Ackermann
Schmidt Astrograph
Capture spectacular wide-field
deep sky images in seconds
with Celestron’s newest portable
astrograph, the 8” Rowe-Ackermann
Schmidt Astrograph (RASA). Like
the RASA 11 and RASA 36, the
RASA 8 is the perfect companion
for today’s astronomical CMOS
cameras, smaller CCD cameras,
and mirrorless cameras while it
has an incredibly fast f/2.0 focal
ratio. The new RASA 8 optical tube
is perfectly paired with the CGX,
CGEM II, and Advanced VX mount.
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700
MaksutovCassegrain
The 700 MaksutovCassegrain telescope
with f/15 focal ratio is a
specialized instrument
designed to provide high
contrast views of the
planets and lunar
landscapes, perfect for
serious planetary imagers
and visual observers.
The new 700 MaksutovCassegrain optical tube
comes paired with the
CGX, CGEM II, and
Advanced VX mount.
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